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A novel, modular validation framework for collision avoidance of automated vehicles at road junctions*

P. Nitsche, R.H. Welsh, A. Genser and P.D. Thomas

Abstract—This paper presents a new validation method for automated driving systems at road junctions. The method comprises the clustering of critical traffic scenarios at junctions as well as a simulation and evaluation framework to validate those scenarios. The safety performance indicators selected and implemented in the framework can be seen as a new reference for conducting virtual tests at junctions. The applicability of the framework is demonstrated by an experiment based on a selected car-to-car collision scenario. Considering the current progression of automated transport, this work is highly relevant for virtual testing procedures and is an important step towards approval and certification of automated vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

For automated vehicles (AV), road junctions constitute a major point of interest along their routes due to the increased likelihood of conflicts with other road users. AV should be capable of safely manoeuvring through an intersection and of avoiding or mitigating a collision. Consequently, there is a need for comprehensive testing, either in virtual simulation environments or on real-world test tracks. The objective of this research is to provide a novel validation tool for testing the safety of AV in road junction environments. This tool is realised in the form of a simulation and evaluation framework, which leads to more efficient workflows in virtual tests. The work includes (a) a method to generate safety-critical testing scenarios from accident data, (b) a method to virtually reconstruct and evaluate the scenarios using stochastic parametric variations in a sub-microscopic simulation environment, and (c) the application of specific indicators to quantify the safety performance of an AV’s collision avoidance (CA) system.

This paper is structured as follows: Background on related work and previous studies is presented in Section II, before Section III explains the developed validation framework in detail. The usefulness and applicability of the framework is demonstrated in Section IV by presenting the results from a simulation experiment for a selected junction scenario. A discussion about the applications and limitations is given in Section V, before Section VI concludes the paper with final remarks and an outlook on future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Automated driving can be seen as the evolutionary progress from advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). Numerous research studies investigated the safety effectiveness of different ADAS functions, e.g. in the projects ASSESS [1], PReVAL [2], interactIve [3] or in the U.S. [4]–[6]. However, the developed assessment frameworks cannot be directly applied to AV due to their more complex requirements [7], [8]. In comparison to ADAS, AV testing scenarios need to cover the complete driving process and possible situations, the automated driving function is expected to operate over a longer time and there might not be driver interaction anymore. Hence, the main challenge is to identify the key driving situations to be evaluated. The findings from [9] and [10] support the need for alternative testing methods to supplement real-world tests, in particular by virtual tests and vehicle simulations. Virtual validation procedures for AV have been developed in recent projects such as adaptIve [11], PEGASUS [12], [13], ENABLE-S3 [14] or ADAS&ME [15]. However, there is little research on testing scenarios for road junction areas. Every third accident occurs at a junction, which can therefore be considered as a relevant risk area [16]. Despite the many projects and research studies in the field of intersection CA (e.g. [17]–[20]), there is still no commercially available intersection assistant system on the market, which can cope with all intersection types and possible situations. One reason for this could be the lack of common testing procedures for junction situations, which is the focus of this paper.

This work provides three novel contributions to existing approaches. First, the junction scenarios to be evaluated are obtained from accident data by using a combination of clustering and association rule mining, as published by Nitsche et al. [21]. A database-driven method to follow this holistic approach was developed by Pütz et al. [12]. This paper focuses on one aspect of their knowledge base, namely the analysis of accident data to identify critical testing. Most publications on intersection scenarios focused on the classification of pre-crash manoeuvres, not combined with parameters about the road environment, collision partners, points of impact, injury types, causation factors and traffic control. Kim et al. [22] identified sixteen vehicle-to-vehicle accident scenarios at intersections and studied the accident prevention capabilities of camera-based and radar-based collision warning in those scenarios. The study primarily focused on vehicle movements and did therefore not differentiate between different junction types and did not include information about traffic control or speed limits.
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Compared to literature, the work presented in this paper can be seen as more detailed in terms of crash circumstances.

The second novelty is that the junction simulations are based on the Latin Hybercube Sampling (LHS) method [23], which divides the cumulative probability curve into equal intervals on the scale and samples one random value from each interval of the input distribution. Available studies, e.g. [24], [25], applied the traditional Monte Carlo method, which has the disadvantage that more runs, and hence more computational effort, may be necessary to obtain representative results. In general, the approach presented in this paper is different from traditional crash simulation studies, where real-world road locations are reconstructed case by case from a crash sample of the underlying accident database and the effectiveness or crash avoidance rates of safety interventions are studied [26]–[30]. Commonly, those studies use a crash reconstruction tool such as the software PC-Crash. In this research, the virtual junction is not necessarily included in the underlying crash data samples, because the samples are not evaluated case by case. Instead, functional abstract scenarios are obtained from clustering and further specified by association rules. Concrete, less abstract scenarios are then produced by parametric variation using the LHS sampling method (see Table I). In other words, artificial critical scenarios are evaluated instead of accident scenarios that really happened. In this way, more parametric variation can be implied than by using a limited crash population.

### TABLE I. TYPES OF SCENARIOS AND HOW THEY ARE DERIVED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type: Functional scenario</th>
<th>Logical scenario</th>
<th>Concrete scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of abstraction:</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtained by:</td>
<td>Clustering results</td>
<td>Association rule results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described by:</td>
<td>Natural language</td>
<td>Parameter ranges and attributes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the third novelty, a systematic procedure using a new concept called “conflict hexagon” along with a combination of safety metrics is provided to evaluate the performance of AV at junctions. The assessment of testing scenarios is commonly based on safety indicators, which can be used to measure the spatial and temporal proximity of safety-critical events, assuming that they have an established relationship with accidents [31]. Hence, the safety evaluation of simulation runs should not only result in collision probabilities, but also in near-miss probabilities. There has been significant research on appropriate indicators to evaluate the severity of road conflicts [31]–[36], but only a few studies have investigated indicators for simulated junction scenarios in particular. In [22], collision warning systems for intersections were evaluated based on scenarios derived from naturalistic driving data and accident records. However, their study focused on accident prevention rates and considered only one safety indicator and no conflicts. Since profound safety indicators are the most important elements of a virtual testing procedure, there is a need to establish a reference method to assess the safety performance of AVs and their CA capability at junctions.

### III. VALIDATION FRAMEWORK

A new validation method was developed to address the abovementioned challenges. The work focusses on three- and four-legged at-grade junctions, either signalised or unsignalised. Fig. 1 depicts the overall framework, whose modules are further described in the following subsections. In general, the idea is to initially partition historical crash data (involving human drivers) by a clustering technique and then apply the association rule method on the data subsets (left-hand side of Fig. 1), inspired by [37]. The derived scenarios are then transferred to a sub-microscopic simulation environment for examining the safety performance (right-hand side of Fig. 1) based on a combination of numerical indicators. The framework is set up according to one or more experiments to test pre-defined hypotheses related to the objectives of the virtual test. It replaces the driver with an AV, further denoted as ego car. On the one hand, this affects the parameters for the ego car model, such as reaction times or driving behaviour. On the other hand, factors that are assumed to be problematic for AV must be taken into account. Risks that could negatively influence the safety performance of AV are specified as “criticalities”. Hence, criticality factors are added to the simulation parameters derived from the association rule analysis.

![Validation framework](image)

Figure 1. Validation framework

The overall framework is designed in a modular manner by providing particular methods for each of the modules. Depending on the objectives of the validation, not all of the modules must be applied, or particular methods can be replaced by others.

### A. Crash Data Analysis, Clustering and Association Rule Mining

This section briefly describes the accident data mining approach. For a more detailed explanation of crash data attributes and results of the method, refer to [21], where this 2-step approach was applied to an in-depth junction accident dataset. Basically, the aim of the crash data analysis and mining is to identify distinct groups of safety-critical scenarios relevant for the test. Therefore, the dataset is divided into two levels. Level 1 is a reduced set of attributes describing the collision parameters, for better partitioning and easier interpretation of the results, while Level 2 adds additional attributes describing the environment and
causation factors. Level-1 data are used as input for the clustering algorithm and level-2 data for finding association rules. This two-level approach was chosen (a) because most clustering methods achieve superior clustering results on a smaller set of attributes and no clear partitioning would be achieved when using all available attributes, and (b) because the results from applying the association rules on the whole dataset (without prior clustering) would be hard to interpret due to the high number of obtained rules.

After investigating different clustering techniques, the $k$-medoids method, in particular an algorithm called PAM (Partitioning Around Medians) [38], was applied to compute the clusters. $k$-medoids was found to be most appropriate for an accident dataset, since the method is robust against outliers and can cope with categorical data. The Hamming distance was used as similarity measure, since the input data is coded in a binary format. In an iterative process, the number of $k$ was incremented from 2 to 15 and the best $k$ was determined by taking into account the so-called average Silhouette value [39], the size of the clusters and the number of samples allocated to the wrong cluster.

Association rules are a popular method in data mining to discover hidden associations within variables in large datasets. In the presented framework, the Apriori algorithm [40] was applied, with a minimum confidence value of 0.75 and a minimum support value of 0.03. Additionally, only rules with a lift value higher than 1.25 were taken to derive various logical crash scenarios, which can be described by four groups of simulation parameters: Road configuration, driving scenarios, ego car behaviour and opponent behaviour. Those parameters can then be modelled in the simulation environment.

B. Simulation Parameter Sampling

The scenarios obtained help to reduce the possible number of parameter variations for the simulation models, such as vehicle manoeuvres, trajectories, velocities as well as road and junction parameters. However, not all parameters for the simulations can be derived from the crash data analysis. Some data elements are simply not included in the accident database, such as exact driving trajectories or driving behaviour. The proposed methodology fills this gap by enhancing the collision scenarios with representative variations of real-world conditions, sampled by the Monte Carlo approach. The aim is to process a multidimensional input space consisting of varying parameters, each of which having a certain probability distribution. The basic tasks of the framework are (1) to generate random samples from the given input distributions, (2) to run simulations for each set of the samples and (3) to perform statistical analyses on the simulation output values.

The Monte Carlo method is usually applied to computationally inexpensive models, because there are a high number of samples necessary to obtain satisfactory results. The approach results in much lower confidence bounds when the sample size is reduced. To cope with this problem, the framework uses LHS, as explained in Section II. It takes even unlikely extremes into account as it is desired for vehicle tests. In the car-to-car demonstration experiment explained in Section IV, LHS sampling is applied to a three-dimensional input space (see Table IV). The sampling approach ensures that the input probability distributions are maintained and that the resulting simulation outputs are considered representative in this respect. By varying those three inputs, the ego car is exposed to a large amount of different situations that combined will lead to conclusions about the collision risk and near-miss risk for the system under test. Of course, the number of variations can be increased depending on the goal of the experiment, e.g. by adding a variation in driving style or vehicle and sensor parameters. However, note that the parametric variation for each experiment is constrained by the underlying logical scenario (see Table I), i.e. a variation of the overall collision parameters and driving manoeuvres would require a new experiment.

C. Sub-microscopic Simulation

The sampled simulation parameters are transferred to a sub-microscopic simulation environment for examining the safety performance of AV at junctions. In the demonstration experiment explained in Section IV, this was realized by using the computer simulation tool CarMaker in combination with MATLAB/Simulink. However, the simulation software can be replaced by any other tool that provides physical models, e.g. for tires, suspension, engine or sensors, and that has the capability to simulate their interaction with the surrounding road area.

A simulation experiment may contain various scenarios, i.e. road and junction environments to be analyzed. Each scenery itself contains one or more scenarios, derived from crash data. The original crash scenario is modified and simulated until the point of impact, by implementing three model groups: (1) Road environment, (2) vehicle and sensors and (3) driving behavior of the ego car and other road users. The method can therefore also be called a pre-crash simulation, because it does not replicate post-collision damage, injury and vehicle positions. The sensor models are used to replicate an AV’s ability to sense its environments and also replicate their limitations due to poor visibility or sensor failure. The vehicle control module that perceives the sensor is specified by the driving behavior model, including the CA models.

In the developed simulation framework, the input for the simulations, i.e. the varying parameters and combinations of those are specified by an XML-structured configuration file. An automation script is implemented in MATLAB and sets up the simulation environment, interprets the input XML-file and transfers the input parameters to the Simulink instance, where the values are assigned to CarMaker model blocks for initializing the simulations. The CarMaker GUI is then executed to perform the simulation runs and to deliver the specified output quantities for each run. Those output files are stored in the simulation database and are post-processed to compute the safety indicators, which are described in the following subsection. Finally, the resulting indicators, including the information if it was a collision, a conflict or an undisturbed situation are stored in the results database.

For an intersection situation, an AV must be able to predict potential collisions for a variety of scenarios, such as head-on, rear-end, turning or right-angle collisions. This simulation and evaluation framework uses two collision avoidance models as part of the driving behavior models,
which were developed in Simulink, and which are compared to each other in the demonstration experiment in Section IV:

1. Forward collision avoidance (FCA), based on forward-facing vehicle sensors, also known as automated emergency brake, to sense other road users in front of the vehicle and to avoid rear-end and head-on collisions by braking actions. At the moment, steering evasion actions are disregarded.

2. Crossing and turning assistance (CTA), based on both forward and sideward-looking sensors, designed to find a safe gap to cross or turn and to avoid side and angle collisions (see Fig.3). The model uses the metrics Time-To-Intersection (TTI), Time-To-Disappear (TTD), Time-To-React (TTR) and Gap Acceptance (GA) (see Tbl. II) and decides on the driving action according to Eq. 1. Note that TTI and TTD are continuous values changing over time $t$, while TTR and GA are constant values.

$$f(t) = \begin{cases} \text{Turn, if } TTI_2(t) - TTD_5(t) - TTR_1 > GA \\ \text{Wait, if } TTI_2(t) - TTD_5(t) - TTR_1 \leq GA \end{cases}$$

Figure 2. Illustration of the crossing and turning assistant model

### D. Safety Performance Indicators and Evaluation

The previous section described the overall simulation module design and the CA models. Each simulation run has one output file including all defined quantities, which is further analyzed by an evaluation script to derive safety indicators. This section is devoted to the metrics used to quantify the safety performance of the AV in the given scenario.

As Table II shows, there are three uses of indicators in the framework, namely (a) metrics used for the apriori CA algorithm that are computed during the simulation runtime (see previous section), (b) metrics used for the a-posteriori detection and severity estimation of collisions and (c) metrics used for the a-posteriori detection of conflicts or near-misses. While the apriori indicators are the basis for the CA system of the ego car, the a-posteriori indicators are computed after each simulation run as safety performance metrics. The evaluation script detects whether there was a collision or a conflict, in order to compute a conflict probability along with a collision probability. Furthermore, the collision injury severity is estimated.

The choice of a posteriori indicators depends on the collision scenario to be evaluated. The PET is defined as the time difference between one road user exiting a spatial area and another road user entering it. It is used for angle, side and turning collision scenarios, where both road users’ trajectories do not end in the same path and direction, but it is not applicable to rear-end, merging or head-on situations. For those scenarios, the minimum TTC or its derivatives such as the time-integrated TTC are preferred. The TTC is further applied to the cases where an evasion action, e.g. a braking maneuver, was taken by either of the road users. From the timestamp where a critical braking maneuver was detected, the TTC is computed a posteriori. In literature, this application of TTC is also denoted Time-To-Accident (TTA) [41]. Accordingly, the TTA is defined as “the time that remains to an accident from the moment that one of the road users starts an evasive action if they had continued with unchanged speeds and directions” [42]. The TTA can be related to the conflict speed in order to define conflict severity levels [41]. The conflict speed is defined as the vehicle’s velocity at the moment the evasion action is taken. In comparison to the traditional approach with a fixed TTC/TTA threshold, this threshold function has the advantage that the conflict severity is speed-dependent and hence more reliable.

**TABLE II. SAFETY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS USED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Safety indicator name</th>
<th>(Threshold) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collision avoidance (a priori)</td>
<td>Time-To-Intersection (TTI)</td>
<td>Continuous value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time-To-Disappear (TTD)</td>
<td>Continuous value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time-To-React (TTR)</td>
<td>0.01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap acceptance time (GA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision detection and severity estimation (a posteriori)</td>
<td>Collision detection</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact angle ($\phi$)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact velocity ($IV$)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta of velocity ($DV$)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict detection (a posteriori)</td>
<td>Time-To-Collision (TTC)</td>
<td>Threshold: &lt; 1.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time-To-Accident (TTA)</td>
<td>Threshold function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Encroachment Time (PET)</td>
<td>Threshold: &lt; 1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitudinal jerk</td>
<td>Threshold: &lt; -8m/s²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 depicts a flowchart of the evaluation procedure as realized in the framework. When a collision is detected, the aim is to estimate the severity in terms of injury risk. To do this, the impact velocities and the impact angle are calculated to obtain the Delta of Velocity ($DV$), along with the information which vehicle is the ‘bullet’ vehicle. The $DV$ is calculated by the following approximation based on Newton’s mechanics of momentum conservation:

$$DV_1 = \frac{m_2}{m_1 + m_2} \sqrt{IV_1^2 + IV_2^2 - 2IV_1IV_2\cos\phi}$$

with $m_1$ and $m_2$ as the masses of vehicle 1 and vehicle 2, respectively, $IV_1$ and $IV_2$ as their impact speeds and $\phi$ as the included angle between the axis of travel of both vehicles. Note that if vehicle 2 collides with vehicle 1 at a greater angle than 90 degrees, then $IV_2$ becomes negative in Eq. 2. It is significant to mention that this approximation is simplified, as other important factors such as the part of the vehicles hit, the vehicles’ stiffness, the vehicles’ rotation or the post-impact rebound are not included, i.e. that the collision is assumed inelastic.

In [43], crash data from 1995 to 1999 were examined to derive a relationship between $DV$ and the probability of occupant injury along all different MAIS (Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale) levels, as a basis for estimating the impact of improved stopping distance on vehicle safety. The percent probability risk of each MAIS level at each $DV$ was defined as the number of MAIS injuries divided by the total number of occupants involved at a certain $DV$. The risk prediction curves were derived using a mathematical
modelling process with $DV$ as the independent variable and the probability risk as the dependent variable. The presented framework uses these risk function to estimate the most likely injury severity level. However, the formulas have to be used with care, because they might not be applicable to all types of collisions. Furthermore, the study included only accidents, where at least one vehicle used the brakes.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3. A posteriori evaluation of the safety performance

In case there is no collision detected, the aim is to find out whether the scenario is a critical conflict or an undisturbed situation. There are two decision points to answer this: First, did one of the vehicles perform an evasion maneuver, i.e. an emergency braking? Second, did the vehicles come close to each other, even if there was no braking involved. The first question is answered by the maximum jerk value. If it exceeds the threshold, the TTA-conflict-velocity function in [41] indicates if the braking maneuver was performed in a critical conflict situation. The PET or the TTC thresholds give an indication on the second question, depending on whether there was an angle (side) collision or another collision type. Computing the $TTC$ for crossing path or turning against situations is not trivial, since the trajectories of the road users have to be predicted in order to find a conflict point. This means that a real-world implementation is complex and suffers prediction inaccuracy. Previous studies used a conflict point as a reference for the calculation of the $TTC$ and the $PET$ between two crossing road users, e.g. [44]. This framework instead introduces a conflict hexagon, which advances the conflict zone principle published in [34], [45], where the zone is spanned by the vehicle dimensions, with the vehicles represented as rectangular objects. For the case of precisely rectangular collisions, the form of the conflict zone is a rectangle. However, with changing angles, the conflict zone becomes a hexagon, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Consequently, each vehicle has its own conflict entry and exit points, which are used to compute $TTC$ and $PET$. If both vehicles were driving within the hexagon, a collision would be imminent.

![Different shapes of the conflict hexagon depending on the collision angle](image)

Figure 4. Different shapes of the conflict hexagon depending on the collision angle

IV. DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT

The advantage of the proposed framework is that its modular architecture allows a number of different test objectives, e.g. to compare different vehicle sensor systems, evaluate varying intersection designs or assess the impacts of different driving behavior models. This section presents the results of a demonstration experiment to showcase the level of usefulness and versatility.

A. Test scenario, road and vehicle models

For the demonstration, it was chosen to focus on the comparison of two different in-vehicle sensor systems with respect to their crash avoidance capabilities. In particular, a right-turn manoeuvre by an AV at an unsignalised T-junction was evaluated, where another car is crossing from the right with the right of way. It was decided to virtually reconstruct a rural road junction with 40 mph speed limit (i.e. $17.7 \text{ m/s}$) and left-hand traffic, located in the East Midlands, UK (see Fig. 5). It is a simple T-junction (without any traffic islands or dualling features), with a minor road terminated by a major road. It can be seen that the overall sight distance is limited, the junction angle is not orthogonal, both paths have one lane in each direction with relatively narrow widths, and the yield instructions are indicated by a give-way sign and a road marking before the stop line.

The ego car was simulated as detailed physical AV model, which requires a number of model parameter assumptions, such as vehicle dimensions, weight, engine, transmission, suspension or sensors. Therefore, the electric vehicle Tesla Model S was taken as basis for the car model. A combination of three video cameras was assumed (1x forward and 2x sideways), which were modelled as object sensors able to detect objects and other road users within their range. Those object sensors were the primary source for the recognition of other road users and the CA models.

![T-junction used for the demonstration](image)

Figure 5. T-junction used for the demonstration

The opponent vehicle (OV) model is simplified and does not include physical dynamics models and sensor models. It is modelled as a so-called traffic object that can react to other traffic objects or the ego car, e.g. to avoid collisions or to follow behind. Vice versa, the ego car is able to detect the traffic object by its sensors.
B. Parameter variations

Given the test objectives, the main parameter to vary for the comparison is the type of CA system of the ego car (see Table III). Since the CA models are modelled as ideal systems, i.e. they do not have any faults, a fault was injected that leads to a system failure. This failure is represented by two different object detection probabilities, i.e. the likelihood that another road user is detected by the vehicle sensors within their range, where 95% defines a rather satisfying value and 75% a rather poor value. This assumption is simplified, since in reality the detection probability depends on several influencing parameters such as light conditions or weather and varies over time. In the presented case, the detection state was either 0 or 1 for each run, meaning that from 100 runs the opponent vehicle will not be detected in 5 runs or 25 runs, depending on the probability variation. Those criticalities or “detection failures” were distributed randomly among all runs.

**TABLE III. VARYING PARAMETERS WITH TWO STATES EACH TO COMPARE AGAINST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Possible states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collision avoidance system</td>
<td>[FCA, CTA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object detection probability by sensor</td>
<td>[95%, 75%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV. VARYING PARAMETERS FOR THE LHS SAMPLING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter name</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Distrib.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opponent’s lateral position in lane</td>
<td>[-1;1] m</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>0 m</td>
<td>0.2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opponent’s approaching velocity</td>
<td>[0;17.7] m/s</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>17 m/s</td>
<td>4 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface friction coefficient</td>
<td>[0.3;0.9]</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, three LHS parameters (see Table IV) were sampled from predefined probability distributions, as explained in Section III.B. These included the opponent’s lateral position within the lane and its velocity when approaching the junction as well as the surface friction coefficient, which influences the braking distance and vehicle stability. While the first two parameters were sampled from a normal distribution, the latter one was based on a uniform distribution in the range from 0.3 to 0.9. The output dataset (from the LHS) for comparison was set to 4,000 samples for each of the four variable combinations, respectively. This resulted in 16,000 samples, i.e. simulation scenarios, which comprised around 142 hours of driving for the ego car. Considering that each parameter combination requires a reference run to obtain the theoretical, ideal vehicle trajectories, the number of simulation result files increased to 20,000.

C. Example evaluation of a collision

The following example simulation run was picked from the collisions that resulted when using the FCA system with 75 percent detection probability. It is shown to demonstrate the evaluation procedure based on the collision indicators. Fig.6 plots the trajectories within the global coordinate system of the simulation environment. Note that for the ego car, denoted as A, there are two trajectories depicted, namely the front axle centre plus/minus half of the vehicle width (blue lines) as well as the rear axle centre plus/minus half of the vehicle width (grey lines). The ochre lines represent the opponent car B’s trajectory. Since A was turning, its tractrix curve must be taken into account to calculate the size of the conflict hexagon. The green dots indicate the hexagon entry points of both vehicles and the resulting hexagon is highlighted in red. The red dots represent the cars’ position at the time of the collision. In CarMaker, the origin of the ego vehicle frame is located at the rear of the vehicle. To calculate the hexagon entry point precisely, the front most point of the ego car is taken as a reference point in the global coordinate system. This is done in CarMaker by placing a so-called inertial sensor on the vehicle front and to output its coordinates. The opponent car model is simplified and there is no option to place an inertial sensor. Hence, for car B the reference point remains at the rear of the vehicle, which is why the red dot is located there. This means that the distance to the hexagon entry point had to be corrected by the vehicle length. For the exit points, the time at which the vehicles pass with their rear end is relevant.

**Figure 6. Trajectory plot (right) of a collision, with the AV turning right coming from the west, and the opponent car driving southwards**

**Figure 7. TTC and TTD over time for both vehicles in a collision scenario**

The *TTC* curve is shown in Fig. 7. The *TTC* and *TTD* of the ego car is coloured in blue, while the curves of the opponent are shown in ochre. Three timestamps are plotted by vertical lines, namely the time of collision and the time when the vehicles entered the conflict zone. *TTC* and *TTD* are continuous values computed at each timestamp and decrease as the vehicles approach the conflict zone. The increase of *TTC* and *TTD* of the ego car after 10 seconds can be explained by the stop before turning into the junction and therefore decreased velocity. The *TTC* values become zero (and theoretically negative after that) at the time when the conflict zone is reached. The grey area reveals the timespan...
at which a critical $TTC$ is reached. The example in Fig. 8 shows that as long as car A has not left the conflict zone, i.e. as long as $TTD_\alpha > TTC_{IB}$, car B is on theoretical collision course, assuming that both vehicles continue driving at the same speed.

D. Results of the safety evaluation

The presented framework provides a large number of evaluation results and charts to analyse the safety performance. For brevity, only a few results are depicted, namely the overall results on the number of collisions and conflicts (Table V) and the influence of the LHS variation on injury probability (Fig. 8).

**TABLE V. RESUL TED PROBABILITIES FOR A COLLISION, CONFLICT AND UNDISTURBED SITUATION FOR ALL PARAMETER COMBINATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter combinations</th>
<th>Collision</th>
<th>Conflict</th>
<th>Undisturbed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCA, 75% detection probability</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCA, 95% detection probability</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTA, 75% detection probability</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTA, 95% detection probability</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The safety performance evaluation resulted in 1,214 collisions and 379 conflicts for the worst-case setting compared to 49 collisions and 92 conflicts for the best case. For 95 percent detection probability, the number of collisions and conflicts were reduced to a tenth, when adding a CTA to the vehicle’s CA system. This demonstrated the safety performance increase in this particular junction scenario. By using additional sideward-facing sensors with 95 percent detection probability, 96.5 percent of all simulations resulted in no collision or conflict.

A detailed analysis of the resulted collisions revealed that the injury probability strongly decreases from slight (mean value of 53%) to serious (mean value of 2.3%). The main reason for this can be found in the relatively low impact speeds of the ego car and the resulting low delta of velocity, which is used to estimate the injury severity. Apart from the fact that the frequencies strongly declined, it was found that the different sensor types and detection probabilities do not necessarily influence the distribution of injury probability. Instead, the varying Monte Carlo parameters do. For example, the fitted probability curve in Fig. 8 shows that a higher opponent velocity leads to a higher probability to suffer injury and that there is a slight increase of injury probability with a lower friction coefficient.

![Figure 8. Fitted probability curve for slight injury by varying friction and opponent velocity, for collisions that occurred with FCA and 95% detection](image)

The conflict indicator analysis also confirmed the hypothesis that a FCA system is not sufficient to avoid collisions with crossing traffic and therefore needs additional side collision assistance. Simulations with FCA only resulted in more critical braking situations than with additional CTA. In general, the additional sideward-facing sensor decreases the number of safety-critical events for both vehicles.

V. CONCLUSION

The presented research is the first work, to the author’s knowledge, which thoroughly generated critical situations for testing automated driving at junctions, and which developed a simulation and evaluation framework to allow safety performance assessments for those junction scenarios. The framework was designed in a modular architecture, which can be adapted to the individual needs of future users and enhanced with customised MIL, SIL or HIL simulations. For example, the Simulink model blocks can be replaced by real hardware components or individual parameter combinations may be tested. This leads to more efficient workflows when virtually testing automated driving systems. Due to the principle of parametric variation and scenario generation, AV can be exposed to a large number of critical situations and their safety performance can be optimised towards better detection probability and crash avoidance capability. The applicability of the framework was demonstrated by an experiment based on a selected car-to-car collision scenario. It could be shown that the number of collisions and conflicts were reduced to a tenth when adding a CTA to the vehicle’s FCA system. The safety performance indicators selected and implemented in the framework can be seen as a new reference for conducting virtual tests at junctions.

Limitations of the work include the simplified, inelastic computations of impacts and the fact that only primary collisions are considered. At the moment, only the severity of collisions is included and the information whether an evasion was critical or not. An interesting enhancement would be to include the severity of conflicts as well, since this would reveal more detailed insights into the effects of a varying parametrization of the vehicle, e.g. passive vs. sportive driving style. Another possible area of future research would be to investigate confidence rates of the given simulation results. For example, this could include information about the accuracy of the collision probability or injury severity, which would require a specification of the uncertainties in the applied models or, in the simple case, assuming a Poisson distribution for the rates. Furthermore, the computation efficiency is subject to future work to increase the number of simulation runs and parameter combinations.
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